
INTRODUCTION

Scalable and high-performance communication technologies play 

a key role in real-time automated systems built upon efficient data 

exchange. The real-time data exchange via a publisher-subscriber 

architecture is more efficient as compared to a client-server 

architecture. However, this concept is still emerging in biochemical 

and bio-analytical laboratories where client-based architectures 

are commonly used for information flow and management.

Using a decentralized publish-subscriber data communication 

structure can help integrating different units of a high throughput

laboratory setup.

Decentralized distributed data structure for bio-analytical 
laboratory setups

Communication technologies and data distribution play a key role in the 

integration of different domains within laboratory setups. In this research,

 we propose a data distribution structure for bio-analytical laboratories

 based on a decentralized publish-subscribe model. In particular, we 

describe the main structure for data communication and the conceptual, 

logical, and physical data flow models. 

ABSTRACT

DECENTRALIZED DATA FLOW COMMUNICATION STRUCTURE

Conceptual Data Flow Model for Bio-analytical Laboratory setup

Logical Data Flow Model for Bio-analytical Laboratory setup

Physical Data Flow Model for Bio-analytical Laboratory setup

APPROACH

Scalable and high-performance 
communication middleware frameworks 

are required for efficient data-flow in 
high throughput laboratory setups. We

 believe this research can pave the way for 
enabling scalable and robust communication 

between the laboratory units. 

MOTIVATION

CONCLUSION

The proposed data flow structure supports 
the integration of the computational and 
communicat ion domain with biological 
and fluidic domains for biochemical and 
bioanalytical laboratories. By implementing 
minor changes, the proposed model could help
 in the robust, scalable and efficient operation of
 any type of high through-put laboratory setups.
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For the use-case considered in this work, the bio-analytical laboratory 
setup is divided into three different units, namely Biological Sample 

Processing Unit, Computational Unit, and Sensing Unit, with different 
data types. Then the data flow decentralized communication structure
 and data flow models are built around it using SAP PowerDesigner.
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